Understanding mechanisms governing protein-protein interactions from synthetic binding interfaces.
Recent advances in methodologies and design of combinatorial library selection have enabled comprehensive characterization of sequence space for protein-protein interaction interfaces and generation of fully synthetic binding interfaces. By exhaustively introducing and quantitatively analyzing mutations in natural interfaces, new insights into their molecular architecture and plasticity have emerged. Minimalist combinatorial libraries based on a restricted amino acid code have produced synthetic interfaces that rival natural ones using a different set of rules. A two amino acid code composed of just tyrosine and serine in the context of antibody CDR loops is sufficient to produce high affinity and specific interactions with different classes of protein targets. Structural analyses highlight the dominant role of Tyr in forming productive interactions and demonstrate the dominance of conformational diversity over chemical diversity in producing naïve binding interfaces. Synthetic binding proteins are beginning to be used as a powerful crystallization tool to attack important structural biology problems that are recalcitrant to crystallization using traditional methods.